
Playdead's INSIDE

**About Playdead's Inside**

Playdead's Inside is a puzzle platformer in which players need to help a little boy to flee from

creepy guards. During the flight, players also have to solve numerous tricky puzzles to progress in

the game.

The mobile game Playdead's Inside combines an exciting adventure game with tricky puzzles.

Your job is to help a little boy who is being hunted by masked guards for unknown reasons. In

order that the guards do not spot and catch you, you have to hide well, run away or slip past them

secretly. You do not only have to flee from the guards, but also solve numerous tricky puzzles

during your escape. Only if you solve the puzzles, you can progress in the game and solve the big,

final puzzle of the game.

**Playdead's Inside - Features:** 

- Escape the guards: In Playdead's Inside, you accompany a little boy who's being chased by

masked guards. Since the guards want to catch the boy at all costs, they use for example, vehicles,

weapons or even dogs for their search. To prevent the guards from discovering you, you have to

hide very well, run away or sneak past them secretly. Be smart and always be one step ahead of

the guards. If you were caught by the guards, it is over for you.

- Solve tricky puzzles: As you escape the guards, you also have to solve tricky puzzles. These are

particularly important for the further course of the game and your destiny. While the puzzles are

relatively simple at the beginning of the game, the puzzles become increasingly difficult and

complex as the game progresses.

- Discover plenty of places: During your flight, you will discover numerous deserted and spooky

places. For example, you have to traverse an abandoned farm, make your way through a large

factory, or make it through spooky labs. Every place has its own special features that you need to

discover.

- Easy control: Playdead's Inside can easily be played on a smartphone or tablet as the game's

controls are optimized for mobile devices. You can guide the boy through the different places with

simple clicks and swipes.

Conclusion: Playdead's Inside is an exciting and atmospheric mobile game, which convinces

above all by a first-class graphics and a good sound. The graphics and the sound of the game

ensure that the gloomy and sometimes quite spooky atmosphere of the game is optimally

transported.


